## Preschool Progress Report

### Communication Skills
- Speaks clearly
- Responds to direct questions
- Follows routines
- Understands opposites

### Social/Emotional Skills
- Knows first and last name
- Knows age
- Follows directions
- Shares well with others
- Listens well

### Reading/Writing Skills
- Knows how to say ABCs
- Recognizes ABCs
- Can print first name
- Can print last name

### Numbers
- Recognizes numbers one to ten
- Understands empty and full
- Understands more or less

### Motor Skills
- Can hold and use a pencil
- Can hold and use a crayon
- Can hold and use scissors
- Can hold and use a glue stick
- Can hold and use a paint brush
- Can bounce a ball
- Can kick a ball
- Can jump up and down
- Can throw a ball
- Can swing without help
- Can skip
- Can button shirt
- Can tie shoes

### Colors and Shapes
- Knows primary colors
- Knows shapes
- Understands sizes (big/small)